“Curriculum Studies in China”

William Pinar, Professor and CRC Chair, UBC

Sept 13 | 12:30-2pm | Scarfe 310

After briefly discussing the lecture series title, Pinar will discuss his study of curriculum studies in China, involving interviews as well online discussions among the scholar-participants in China and an International Panel composed of scholars from Estonia, Mexico, and the U.S. Pinar will review the process and report conclusions.

Before coming to the University of British Columbia, Pinar taught at Louisiana State University, where he served as the St. Bernard Parish Alumni Endowed Professor. He has also served as the Frank Talbott Professor at the University of Virginia and the A. Lindsay O’Connor Professor of American Institutions at Colgate University. He is the editor of the International Handbook of Curriculum Research.

Note: Light lunch will be served at noon. The lecture commences at 12:30 pm
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